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POCKET TRAVELERS
WEBSTERSPAGES.COM
TRAVELER NOTEBOOKS

Outside Dimensions 5.5 x 1 x 0.5 (in)

(more colors available online)

rainbow
#TJ001-RN

sweet caroline
#TJ001-SC

pink stripe suede
#TJ001-PSS

blush pink
#TJ001-PB

aspen green suede
#TJ001-GSU

copper hexagon
#TJ001-H

black floral
#TJ001-BF

buffalo plaid
#TJ001-BP

soft lilac suede
#TJ001-LS

mustard suede
#TJ001-MS
COMPOSITION PLANNERS
Outside Dimensions 8 x 1.25 x 10.5 in
(more colors available online)

buffalo plaid
mustard suede
copper hexagon

BUFFALO PLAID COMPOSITION PLANNER
#CP001-BP  
(contains lined composition notebook)

MUSTARD SUEDE COMPOSITION PLANNER
#CP001-MS  
(contains lined composition notebook)

COPPER HEXAGON COMPOSITION PLANNER
#CP001-H  
(contains lined composition notebook)
COMPOSITION PLANNERS

Outside Dimensions 8 x 1.25 x 10.5 (in)

- Navy floral  
  #CP001-NF  
  (contains composition notebook)

- Blush heart  
  #CP001-BH  
  (contains composition notebook)

- Grey floral  
  #CP001-GF  
  (contains composition notebook)

- Gold dot  
  #CP001-GD  
  (contains composition notebook)
white diamond
BINDER ONLY #A5001-DW
PLANNER KIT #A5PK001-DW
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

grey floral
BINDER ONLY #A5001-SF
PLANNER KIT #A5PK001-SF
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

patent red
BINDER ONLY #A5001-PTR
PLANNER KIT #A5PK001-PTR
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

patent petal pink
BINDER ONLY #A5001-PTP
PLANNER KIT #A5PK001-PTP
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

gold dot
BINDER ONLY #A5001-GD
PLANNER KIT #A5PK001-GD
(contains dividers & undated calendar)
PERSONAL PLANNERS
Outside Dimensions 5.5 x 1.5 x 8 (in)

white diamond
BINDER ONLY #WPCP001-DW
PLANNER KIT #CCPK001-DW
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

grey floral
BINDER ONLY #WPCP001-GF
PLANNER KIT #CCPK001-GF
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

patent red
BINDER ONLY #WPCP001-PTR
PLANNER KIT #CCPK001-PTR
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

patent petal pink
BINDER ONLY #WPCP001-PTP
PLANNER KIT #CCPK001-PTP
(contains dividers & undated calendar)

gold dot
BINDER ONLY #WPCP001-GD
PLANNER KIT #CCPK001-GD
(contains dividers & undated calendar)
white diamond  
#TJ001-DW

grey floral  
#TJ001-GF

patent red  
#TJ001-PTR

patent petal pink  
#TJ001-PTP

gold dot  
#TJ001-GD
COMPOSITION SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS
HIGH QUALITY, SPIRAL PLANNER NOTEBOOKS MADE PERFECTLY TO FIT IN YOUR COMPOSITION PLANNERS | 7.5" X 9.75" | 146 PAGES | HARDCOVER & GOLD FOILING

COMPOSITION NOTEBOOKS
High Quality, soft touch cover composition notebooks made for your Composition Planner. Quality inside paper. Acid & Lignin Free to last a lifetime.

"My new favorite way to scrapbook & bullet journal!"

PLANNER COMPOSITION NOTEBOOKS
High Quality, soft touch cover composition notebooks made for your Composition Planner. All Undated Pages for your flexibility.

#NP203
Size: 9.75 x 7.5 (in)
80 sheets | taped spine
BLANK INSIDE

#NP200A
Size: 9.75 x 7.5 (in)
80 sheets | taped spine
LINED INSIDE

#NP200B
Size: 9.75 x 7.5 (in)
80 sheets | taped spine
DOTTED GRID INSIDE

DAY TRACKER #NP201A
Size: 9.75 x 7.5 (in)
80 sheets | taped spine

UNDATED CALENDAR #NP201B
Size: 9.75 x 7.5 (in)
80 sheets | taped spine
TRAVELER NOTEBOOK INSERTS

High Quality, soft touch cover with quality inside papers. Each Set Contains 2 notebooks - One Each Design | Inside Pages: Lined & Blank | 4.25 x 8.25 (in) | 34 PAGES

#NP205
#NP104
#NP207
#NP208
#NP106

NEW POCKET TRAVELER INSERTS

High Quality Notebooks made to fit perfectly in Color Crush Pocket Traveler Planners. Each Pack contains 2 notebooks - One Each Design Inside Pages - Lined & Blank Size: 3.5 x 5.5 (in) | Page Count: 44

*** KRAFT #NP209 (Standard Insert Size) & #NP210 (Pocket TN) packs contain two each of the same design (both blank inside)
**TEAR-AWAY PLANNER PADS**

High quality, weekly planner paper pads made perfectly to fit in your composition planners. 7.5" x 9.75" | 6 designs (4 each) | 24 pages

**DECORATIVE PAPER KITS**

Paper kits - High quality, heavyweight papers & cardstock stickers. Contains: 12 12x12(in) papers and 1 12x12 coordinating alphabet & shapes sticker sheet.

**DECORATIVE 8x8 PAPER PADS**

Paper pads - High quality, heavyweight double-sided papers. Contains: 24 8x8(in) papers. Perfect for decorating planner pages & crafting!

#PP43

#PP41

#WPK88

#WPK89

#PP42

#PP40
PLANNER STATIONERY KIT

Personalize your planners & crafts with this fully loaded Planner & Stationery Accent Kit!

Kit includes:
- 4x6 & 2x2 cards
- 4 sticky note pads
- Roller stamp
- Paperclips
- Adhesive die cuts
- 2 rolls of washi tape

Embellishments (Kits, Stickers & More)

FAUX LEATHER PLANNER STICKERS

#TRAY005

PINK
#WSP111
TEAL
#WSP110